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Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim  

Mr. Secretary General,  

Excellencies,  

Distinguished Parents and Guests,  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

Assalumu Alaikum.  

I warmly welcome Dr Ikmeleddin Ihasanoglu, the Secretary General of the 

Organization of the Islamic Countries (OIC), and the Chancellor of the Islamic University of 

Technology (IUT), to Bangladesh on the occasion of the 23rd Convocation Ceremony of IUT. 

This convocation of IUT is the sixth one that I am attending, and frankly, each time it has 

been for me a matter of pleasure and pride. This year's convocation also coincides with the 

40th Anniversary of the OIC.  

The OIC was established in 1969 to unite and strengthen the Islamic Ummah. 

Bangladesh became its member in August 1974, at the initiative of Bangabandhu Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman, the Father of the Nation. Since then, Bangladesh has supported the OIC, 

and its subsidiary the IUT, which has been teaching science and technology disciplines. The 

interaction here also of youths from the 57 OIC countries, has been contributing to 

strengthening the Islamic Ummah.  

Mr. Secretary General,  

Much of the success of the OIC and also IUT is due to your commitment, as reflected 

in your Ten Year Action Plan, adopted in Makkah four years ago. Undoubtedly it has been 

your personal interest, and the availability of latest technologies in the IUT, which have 

raised education here to a world class level. Therefore, the doctorate degree conferred on 

you by IUT is truly well deserved and I warmly congratulate you on receiving it.  

Dear Graduates,  

Today is a memorable day, for you cross an important milestone in your life. As you 

receive degrees and diplomas earned through perseverance, discipline and hard work, you 

deserve to be proud. On your life's journey of dreams and visions, you leave now prepared 

with knowledge to lead meaningful lives. You leave also strengthened with the experience of 

embracing diverse cultures, customs and civilizations, enabling adaptation in our globalized 

world.  

I believe the friendships you have made here and the memories of this remarkable 

institute would continue to inspire you in the days ahead. I am sure you would also 

remember with deep gratitude all your teachers who dedicated themselves in preparing you 

for the next phase of your life. Indeed, I am convinced, as enlightened human beings 



moulded by excellent education, you would succeed in realizing your aspirations, as well as 

those of your parents and nations.  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

IUT's successes deserve our profound thanks. Today's graduates are ready to 

expand the reaches of their knowledge for bettering the lives of peoples of the world. To 

enable expansion of this wonderful venture, the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) has 

provided the IUT, on the guarantee of the Bangladesh Government, a loan of 3 million 

Islamic Dinars. The purpose is to complete its second building, by December this year. IDB 

is also financing construction of dormitories and utilities, to accommodate more students in 

future.  

Bangladesh would seek to work closely  with IUT, OIC, and IDB in establishing this 

institution as a center of academic excellence and pride. Bangladesh believes education is 

the key to development and progress. Now with the return of democracy, Bangladesh is 

ready to face all challenges on its way to peace, progress and prosperity. With education as 

an important tool, Bangladesh is set to eradicate poverty, ensure food security, secure 

social safety nets, eliminate extremism, and face the impacts of climate change.  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

I would like to conclude by thanking you all for your presence here, on this important 

occasion. I end by asking you to join me in wishing the Islamic University of Technology, a 

glorious future in the service of the Islamic Ummah, and the world at large.  

Khoda Hafez.  

Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandu  

May Bangladesh Live Forever. 

--- 

 


